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“Elaine C. Hagopian, one of the
country’s most respected analysts of
Middle East affairs, has brought together
a group of astute commentators, who
give us a refreshingly critical view of the
current demonization of Muslims and
Arabs. What she and the others make
clear is the deadly connection between
this phenomenon and US behavior in the
Middle East.”

� Howard Zinn
Author of A People’s History 

of the United States

“Since September 11, US media and
popular culture have treated Arabs and
Muslims as fanatics, terrorists, and
suspects; this volume treats them as
human beings. All those who want
documentation and substantiation of the
erosion of civil liberties in this country,
should read this book. The forgotten
victims of September 11 are the Arabs
and Muslims in the United States, whose
rights have been curtailed, and activities
monitored, and charities closed down or
suppressed. This volume tells their story.
The volume is an excellent contribution
to the ignored facets of US wars on
terrorism; those wars are also fought in
US cities and towns, mostly targeting
Arabs and Muslims. This is a much
needed study of the status of Arabs/
Muslims in the United States in the
wake of September 11.”

� As`ad AbuKhalil
Author of Bin Laden, Islam, and 

America’s New “War on Terrorism”

Muslims and Arab-Americans are

increasingly under attack as a result of the

US “war on terror”—at home and abroad.

Since September 11, 2001, Arab and

Muslim Americans have faced an intensified

assault on their civil liberties. But the crack

down on the rights of these vulnerable

populations also threatens numerous

immigrants, activists, trade unionists,

academics, and writers—or anyone who the

government wishes to define as a “threat”

to national security.

This powerful anthology, edited by the

well-known scholar and activist Elaine C.

Hagopian, includes essays by Susan Akram,

Naseer H. Aruri, M. Cherif Bassiouni, Samih

Farsoun, Kevin R. Johnson, Robert Morlino,

Nancy Murray, and William Youmans.
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